
ID R&D Awarded Patent For Text Dependent
Speaker Recognition

Voice biometric company’s patented

methods improve recognition speed and

accuracy; reduce hardware costs

NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES, March

15, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- ID R&D,

a provider of AI-based voice and face

biometrics, today announced that it

has received US Patent 10,909,991,

Systems for Text Dependent Speaker

Recognition and methods thereof. The patent is further evidence of the company’s passion for

advancing the performance and usability of biometrics.

The patented methods improve the speed and accuracy of speaker recognition -- even when the

Voice biometrics have the

ability to re-invent age-old

processes and add

tremendous value to

emerging technologies from

smart home devices to

connected cars.”

Alexey Khitrov, President, ID

R&D

amount of data gathered for training the speaker model is

small. The invention drastically reduces CPU consumption,

lowering hardware costs in commercial applications.

ID R&D’s core biometric and liveness products are used

globally by OEM partners and enterprise customers.

Relentless focus on superior biometric technology

performance enables the company to lead the market in

developing products that efficiently solve business

problems and satisfy consumer demand for frictionless

experiences.

“We are an R&D-driven company with a commitment to delivering products that are either first-

in-class or entirely unique,” said Alexey Khitrov, president at ID R&D. “We get excited about

making things that were previously impossible possible. Voice biometrics have the ability to re-

invent age-old processes and add tremendous value to emerging technologies from smart home

devices to connected cars.”

ID R&D is continuously innovating. The company already has several additional voice biometric

patents pending that further improve on the awarded invention. ID R&D scientists are also

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&amp;Sect2=HITOFF&amp;d=PALL&amp;p=1&amp;u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&amp;r=1&amp;f=G&amp;l=50&amp;s1=10,909,991.PN.&amp;OS=PN/10,909,991&amp;RS=PN/10,909,991
https://www.idrnd.ai


actively involved in industry challenges designed to accelerate technology advancement. In

addition to a first-place ranking in the latest ASVspoof competition, ID R&D demonstrated strong

results in the NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation.

Learn more about ID R&D voice biometrics, voice liveness detection for anti-spoofing, and

passive facial liveness detection at idrnd.ai.

About ID R&D

ID R&D is an award-winning provider of AI-based voice and face biometrics and liveness

detection. With one of the strongest R&D teams in the industry, ID R&D consistently delivers

innovative, best-in-class biometric capabilities that raise the bar in terms of usability and

performance. Our proven products have achieved superior results in industry-leading

challenges, third-party testing, and real-world deployments in more than 40 countries.  ID R&D’s

solutions are available for easy integration with mobile, web, messaging, and telephone

channels, as well as in smart speakers, set-top boxes, and other IoT devices. ID R&D is based in

New York, NY.  Learn more at  https://www.idrnd.ai.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/536921575

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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